53rd Championship Show and Restricted Trial
Critique
Saturday 8th June 2002

CONFORMATION SHOW
BABY PUPPY BITCH
48 NATCHEZ BUNDABERG RUM - 22/1/02 - 5100022820 - *Natchez Vampire
Slayer A Z H.Neg x *Newedge Foreplay A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Smith P Very
Promising
51 VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM - 25/1/02 - 5100022730 - *Vonpeta
Questor A Z H.Neg x *Eisenland B Witched A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN &
Pike JE Very Promising
45 DENARGUN LAZY DAYZE - 2/1/02 - - *Denargun Schmozzle A Z H.Neg x
*Ch Denargun Blue Print A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Ballantyne K Very Promising
47 ZANDRAC MORIA - 18/1/02 - 3100090530 - *Ch Denargun Browned Off A Z
H.Neg x *Legionaire Saturn Sheets A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Jones R & A Very
Promising
46 DELAFORCE GANGSTERS MOLL - 17/1/02 - 5100022663 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Astasia Zola A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Cooke I & M Very
Promising
50 VANHARLEY UNLAWFUL - 26/1/02 - 3100091279 - *Bodecka Grandslam A
Z H.Neg x *Vanharley Misdemeanor A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Colson D Very
Promising
44 BODECKA INTERSTELLA - 10/12/01 - 3100089546 - *Spellbinda High N
Mighty A Z x *Bodecka Bolly A Z CD Bdr: Exh Exh: Joseph J Very Promising
49 VONPETA TAMARA - 25/1/02 - 5100022732 - *Vonpeta Questor A Z H.Neg
x *Eisenland B Witched A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE Very
Promising

52 NATCHEZ CHERRY RIPE - 26/1/02 - 5100022939 - *Vonpeta Questor A Z
H.Neg x *Arkahla Dressed to Kill A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Smith P Very Promising
53 BRUANGIE WILLOW MIST - 21/2/02 - 5100023364 - *Lassland Thunda
Downunda A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie La Lola A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett V & K
Very Promising
54 JANNIRE ARWEN - 1/3/02 - 3100092536 - *Kazkiri Shaquille A Z H.Neg x
Vanharely Jewel O Fire A Z Bdr: Robinson A Exh: Robinson A/Symes N Very
Promising

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
62 VONDOUSSA FAITH NO MORE - 4/11/01 - 5100021878 - *Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Feldbach Devine Intalude A Z Bdr: Exh Exh:
Hueppauff A/Lloyd M
7 months

Very Promising.

An above medium size, medium strong bitch with normal withers, firm back, the
croup is of good length which could be a little less steep. Good forequarter and
very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct both front
and rear, whereby the hock joints should be firmer. Shows very good gait.
59 DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA - 7/10/01 - 5100021678 - *Adelora Marcus
A Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Koffee A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Halling D
8 months

Very Promising

An above medium size, medium strong bitch, with high withers and firm back.
Normal length and lay of croup. Good forequarter and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct in front, narrow at rear. Shows
good ground covering gait.
71 BRUANGIE VESTA - 29/11/01 - 5100021894 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A Z H.Neg
x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett V & K
6 months

Very Promising

A large, medium strong bitch with high withers, firm back, the coup is of good
length, but could be a little less steep. The upper arm could be longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Steps
correct both front and rear, the hock joints should remain a little firmer, shows
very good gait.

56 BRONZEHUND FIRE DANCER - 17/9/01 - 3100085359 - *Sing Ch Nitro v
Tronje a Z (Imp Sing) x *Ch Bronzhund Chameleon A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Urie I
8 months

Very Promising

An above medium size, medium strong bitch, with high withers and firm back.
Good forequarter and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands and steps
slightly wide in front, slightly narrow in rear. Shows good gait with powerful
hindquarter drive, the forehand reach could be a little freer.
63 DENARGUN EVERY WIDGE WAY - 5/11/01 - 3100090400 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Centenary A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Ballantyne K
7 months

Very Promising

A medium, size, medium strong, well pigmented bitch with high withers and firm
back and the croup which is of good length could a little less steep. Good
forequarter and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps
slightly wide in front and steps slightly narrow in rear. During movement, shows
good hindquarter drive, however the forehand reach should be freer.
58 DELLARESS ARMANI - 6/10/01 - 3100085369 - *Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Allinka Rakish A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Colenso J
8 months

Very Promising

An above medium size, medium strong bitch with very good expression. Fairly
deep chest development. Normal withers, the ligamentation over back should be
a little firmer, the croup is slightly short and steep. The upper arm could still be
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps
correct both front and rear. The hock joints should be firmer. During movement
shows good ground covering gait.
64 VONDOUSSA FIRE N ICE - 4/11/01 - 5100021881 - *Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Feldbach Devine Intalude A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Hueppauff
A/Lloyd M
7 months

Very Promising

An above medium size, medium strong bitch of good proportions. High withers,
firm back, normal length and lay of croup. Good forequarter and very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct both front and rear.
The hock joins must become firmer. During movement should show a little more
ground cover.

70 TAURORN KRYSTAL SHIMMER - 18/11/01 - 5100021849 - *Adelora Marcus
A Z H.Neg x *Delaforce Cool Runnings A Z Bdr: Wellman G Exh: Phillis J/Mayne
B/Wellman G
6 months

Very Promising

An above medium size, medium strong bitch, with normal withers, the coup is of
good lay, which could be a little longer. The upper arm should be better angled.
Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct both
front and rear. During movement shows good hindquarter drive, the forehand
reach however should be a little freer.
72 AWATEA WANNA KISS - 1/12/01 - 3100087986 - *Xiro v Patersweg a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x Awatea Panna Hanna Bdr: Exh Exh: Grigons F & C
6 months

Very Promising

A medium size, medium strong bitch with slightly flat withers and well laid croup
which should be a little longer. Good angulations, the elbows must become
firmer, and the eye should a little darker. Steps correct in front, narrow at rear.
Shows good gait, however the hindquarter drive should be more effective.
61 GEWALT BASIC INSTINCT - 21/10/01 - 5100009936 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A
Z H.Neg x *Karraine Secret Gift A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Crozier S & V
7 months

Very Promising

A large, strong bitch with good expression and good proportions, High withers,
firm back, with good forequarter and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
not quite correct in front. Correct sequence of steps. The hock joints should
remain firmer. Shows normal gait, however falls slightly on the forehand.
55 GILARISHA CORKA - 12/9/01 - 5100021756 - *Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy
A Z H.Neg x *Alimanda Gila A Z Bdr: Archbold I & R Exh: Lines T/Archbold I & R
8 months

Very Promising

A large, medium strong bitch with normal withers, firm back, the croup which is of
good length is a little steep. Good forequarter and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly narrow in front, correct in rear.
During movement has good hindquarter drive, the forehand reach could be a little
freer.
57 BABENBERG AUSPICIOUS ONE - 29/9/01 - 5100021331 - *Troy vd
Noriswand a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Hagenstolz You're a Ziggy A Z Bdr: Delucia
J & J Exh: Delucia J & J/Seidl J

8 months

Promising

A large, medium strong bitch with slightly flat withers, and the croup is short and
steep. The eye colour should be darker. The upper arm is short and steep. Very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps narrow both front and
rear The hock joints should remain firmer and the elbow connection should be
firmer. Shows still good movement, however falls slightly on the forehand.
69 EISENLAND HOT IMAGE - 13/11/01 - 6100025729 - *Ch Triumphs Kazan a
Z H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Eisenland Persuasion A Z Bdr: Royal K & S Exh: Damarell
PN & Pike JE
6 months

Promising

An above medium size, medium strong well pigmented bitch. with normal
withers. The croup which is of good lay could be a little longer. Good forequarter
and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Slightly steep pasterns, steps
wide in front, slightly close with hock joints at rear. Show good gait, however falls
slightly on the forehand.
60 JOHKAHRA KOLLECTABLE - 18/10/01 - 2100125320 - *Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x Jonkahra Hanky Panky Bdr: Fellowes B & G Exh:
Lines T/Fellowes G
7 months

Promising

A medium size, medium strong bitch with fairly deep chest development. Short
lower chest, Normal withers. Croup is short and steep. The upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good angulation of the hindquarter. The ears must
still become firmer. Stands correct in front, and the eye colour could be a little
darker. Steps correct in front, very narrow in rear. Hock joints must remain firmer.
During movement with a good hindquarter drive, the forehand should be freer.
68 KAHREN BOBBY MCGEE - 11/11/01 - 5100022275 - *Orrinshir Ginger Beer
A Z H.Neg x Tairnbacher Jackie O A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Frischke R
6 months

Promising

An above medium size, medium strong slightly elongated bitch. Altogether a little
too heavy. Flat withers, the ligmentation over back should be firmer. The croup is
of normal length but slightly steep. Good forequarter and hindquarter
angulations. The eye colour could be a little darker. Stands correct in front, the
elbows should be much firmer. Steps slightly narrow both front and rear. Shows
still good gait, however falls slightly on the forehand.

PUPPY BITCH

74 FUTASHAND BRONZIN BABE - 25/6/01 - 3100081311 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Hagenstolz Skywitch Bdr: Exh Exh: McPherson A & A
Very Promising
A large, medium strong, well pigmented bitch with high withers, firm back and
well laid croup which could be a little longer. The upper arm could be a little
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front, steps correct both front and rear whereby both the elbows and the hock
joints should remain firmer. Shows good ground covering gait.
82 RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH - 9/9/01 - 5100021078 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A Z
H.Neg x *Rhosyn Chicago Hope A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ & C
Very Promising
Double P1 upper right. An above medium sized, medium strong bitch of very
good type and good expression. High withers, firm back with good length and lay
of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front
with correct sequence of steps. During movement shows good ground covering
gait.
80 KEEDARA AIKO - 17/8/01 - 5100021003 - *Leberhine Ijaz A Z H.Neg x
*Bruangie Indra A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Phillis J/Mayne B
Very Promising
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch with very good expression and
femininity. High withers, firm back, the croup which is of good length shouls be a
little less steep. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly short
lower chest, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front , with
correct sequence of steps. During movement shows very good hindquarter drive
however the forehand reach should be a little freer.
77 VONBISMARK DIXIE - 1/8/01 - 3100082135 - *Xello vom Furstenberg a Z
(Imp Gmy) x *Redhaus Anastasia A Z Bdr: Grimshaw U Exh: Cocks J &
P/Grimshaw
Very Promising
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with normal withers, firm back
and good length and lay of croup. The upper arm is short and steep. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide in front and
narrow at rear whereby the hock joints should remain firmer. During movement
displays very good hindquarter drive however the forehand reach should be a
little freer.

78 AWATEA VINEGAR PUSS - 2/8/01 - 3100082397 - *Denargun Fandango A
Z H.Neg x Bludenz Cristal Quatz Bdr: Exh Exh: Grigons F & C
Very Promising
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch with normal withers and good
length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
not quite correct in front (slightly french footed) Steps narrow in front, correct at
rear the hock joints should remain firmer. Shows good gait.
81 SAGENHAFT JUSTA TART - 3/9/01 - 5100021186 - *Vonpeta Questor A Z
H.Neg x Sagenhaft S Brindabella A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Tester J & C
Very Promising
A large, medium strong, grey, slightly elongated bitch with slightly flat withers and
the well laid croup could be a little longer. The upper arm should be a little better
angled, very good underline and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct in front, slightly narrow at rear, the hock joints could
be a little firmer. During movement should show a little more enthusiasm and
power.
73 REGALSHEP KIND A SWEET - 15/6/01 - 5100020477 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A
Z H.Neg x *Regalshep Destany A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Mayne D
Promising
A large, medium strong slightly elongated bitch with normal withers, the
ligamentation over the back should remain a little firmer, the croup is slightly
short and steep. The upper arm could be longer and better angled good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct both front and rear
and shows still good gait

JUNIOR BITCH
83 VONPETA SHEEZA MONA A Z - 13/12/00 - 5100017939 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN &
Pike JE
Very Good
A large, strong and substantial bitch of very good proportions and very good
expression. High withers, firm back, normal length and lay of croup. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with correct
sequence of step. During movement shows good ground covering gait with
strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach.

91 EISENLAND IMPULSE - 29/05/01 - 6100023393 - *Uno vd Urbecke a Z (Imp
Gmy) x *Iccara Xitemrnt A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Royal K & S
Very Good
A large bitch of very good type and expression and of good proportions. Normal
withers, the croup is of good length but should be a little less steep. The upper
arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct both front and rear. During movement shows
ground covering gait whereby the hock joints must become firmer.
87 ADELORA ULTRA SEXY A Z - 18/3/01 - 2100112555 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Neddermeyer
H & J/Strachan L & J
Very Good
An above medium sized, well pigmented bitch with normal withers firm back a
well laid croup could be a little longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct both front and rear and shows
good gait.
90 HAGENSTOLZ FIRE N ICE - 29/5/01 - 3100078498 - *Nwy Ch Hacky v
Finkenschlag a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Hagenstolz Jerry Hall A Z Bdr: Exh Exh:
Taylor A/Pettenhofer A
Very Good
A medium sized, medium strong bitch with normal withersand well laid croup
could be a little longer .The eye colour could be a little darker. The upper arm
should be longer and better angled. Good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct
in front. Steps wide in front, correct at rear where the hock joints should remain a
little firmer During movement shows good gait
85 BROOKSVALE BLACK RUSSIAN A Z - 9/2/01 - 5100018805 - *Rhosyn
Kriskross A Z H.Neg x *Brooksvale Out N About A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Campbell S
Very Good
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch of very good proportions and good
topline. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front
with balanced chest proportions. Steps correct both front and rear where hock
joints must become firmer. During movement shows good hindquarter drive the
forehand reach should be a little freer.

89 RHOSYN SHOW TYME - 26/5/01 - 5100019957 - *Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh: Halling D
Very Good
A bitch of maximum size strong and substantial and of very good proportions.
The eye colour could be a little darker. High withers, firm back, the croup which
of good length could be a little less steep. Overall should be a little bit stronger in
pigmentation. Steps correct in front, narrow at rear and the hock joints should
remain much firmer. During movement shows good hindquarter drive however
the forehand reach should be freer and falls slightly on the forehand.
84 YONTALI TIS MINE - 16/12/00 - 3100070629 - *Hagenstolz New Horizon A Z
H.Neg x Awatea Oshis Sexy Bdr: Levron J Exh: Grigons F & C
Very Good
Double P1 lower right. A large, medium strong , bitch with normal withers, slightly
short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front. Steps narrow both front and rear where the ligamentation
over the back should remain a little firmer. Shows good gait however should
carry her withers a little higher.
88 KARLSKIND RYTHM N BLUES - 16/5/01 - 5100019842 - *Meck vom
Eigerwand a Z x Karlskind Total Bliss A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Gale P/Coppola J
Good
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch with normal withers and the croup
is slightly short and slightly steep. Good angulations of the fore and hindquarter.
The eye colour could be a little darker. Stands correct in front. Steps correct in
front and slightly narrow at rear. During movement shows still good gait however
should altogether show a little more ground cover.
92 RHOSYN TOFFEE - 29/5/01 - 5100019963 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A Z H.Neg x
*Rhosyn Ginzano A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ & C
Good
A large, medium strong slightly elongated bitch with rather large ears. Normal
withers, the ligamentation over the back should be a little firmer, the croup is
short and steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not
quite correct in front, steps slightly wide in front slightly narrow at rear. During
movement shows still good gait however falls on the forehand. She should show
herself with a little more self confidence.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
101 EISENLAND DEJAVU A Z - 19/11/00 - 6100021354 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Eisenland Spellbound A Z Bdr: Royal K & S Exh:
Royal K & S/Boeyinga A & A
Very Good.
A bitch of maximum size, a strong and substantial, of very good type and
expression High withers firm back, the croup which is of good length should be a
little less steep. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
angulation of the hindquarter. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly narrow both
front and rear where the hock joints should be much firmer. During movement
shows ground covering gait
98 *VONPETA REGGIE A Z - 10/9/00 - 5100016862 - *Gr Ch Crossife Cantona
A Z H.Neg x *Vonpeta Nadine A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
Very Good
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch of very good type and expression.
High withers, firm back and good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct in front,
slightly narrow at rear and shows very good gait.
100 *ADELORA SASHA A Z - 8/11/00 - 2100104217 - *Adelora Marcus A Z
H.Neg x *Adelora Nikkitta A Z Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J Exh:
Halling D
Very Good
A large, medium strong bitch of very good proportions. Normal withers, a well laid
croup which could be a little longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front ands shows correct sequence of steps, the hock joints
should be a little firmer. Shows very good gait.
97 STOBAR ANSCHI A Z - 28/7/00 - 3100063154 - *Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Stobar Penelope A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Auwema H & CE
Very Good
Double P1 lower left. A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with high
withers and the croup could be a little longer. The upper arm should be longer
and better angled. Good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps
correct in front, narrow at rear and shows very good gait.

96 DENARGUN SPIN OFF A Z - 20/06/00 - 3100064965 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Silhouette A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Ballantyne K
Very Good
A medium sized, medium strong bitch of very good type and expression. Normal
withers, slight roach over the back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore
pronounced hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct in front,
narrow at rear where the hock joints should be firmer. Shows ground covering
gait.
102 MOROKA FLAME A Z - 8/12/00 - 3100069964 - *Ch Denargun Browned Off
A Z H.Neg x *Hasenway Orange Comet A Z Bdr: Hynd J & C Exh: McPherson A
&A
Very Good
Double P1 upper right. A medium sized, medium strong slightly elongated, bitch
of good type and expression. Slightly flat withers, the croup is of good lay but
should be a little longer. Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Steps correct both front and rearwhere the elbows are not yet firm. During
movement shows good hindquarter drive however the forehand reach should be
a little freer.
94 VANHARLEY ROMANY A Z - 8/4/00 - 3100058368 - *Xello vom Furstenberg
a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Vanharley Icecapade A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Colson D
Very Good
A large, strong bitch with high withers, firm back, the croup should be a little
longer. Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Slightly wide set ears. Stands
correct in front with correct sequence of steps Shows good gait.

OPEN BITCH
107 *CH.DENARGUN MOZ ON YOU A Z - 21/7/98 - 3100032764 - *Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Denargun Flying Colours A Z Bdr: Exh Exh:
Ballantyne K
Excellent
A bitch standing on maximum size, strong and substantial with good expression.
High withers, firm back, the croup is slightly steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct in front, narrow at

rear where the hock joints should be firmer. During movement shows very good
gait with powerful hindquarter drive and good forehand reach.
114 *SAGENHAFT WAR CRY A Z - 21/9/99 - 5100012502 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x Sagenhaft S Brindabella A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Tester J &
C
Excellent
A large, medium strong bitch of very good type and expression. Normal withers,
firm back with good and lay of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front, steps correct both front and rear. Shows
ground covering gait.
103 *JAYSHELL FANTASIA A Z - 15/9/97 - 3100010603 - *Ch Iwan v Lechtal a
Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Jayshell Interstella A Z CD Bdr: Exh Exh: Clark N
Excellent
A large, strong and substantial bitch with very good expression. Normal withers,
firm back and good length and lay of croup. The upper arm could be a little better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with correct
sequence of steps. Shows ground covering gait however falls slightly on the
forehand.
104 *CH.DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN A Z - 28/1/98 - 3100191283 - *Denargun
Fandango A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Tomfoolery A Z Bdr: Ballantyne KJ Exh:
Brabham JE
Excellent
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with flat withers and not quite
firm ligamention over the back and slightly short steep croup. The upper arm
should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front and steps correct in front, slightly narrow at rear. During
movement shows very good gait.
119 *BRUANGIE PENNY ROYALE A Z - 21/1/00 - 5100014427 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett K &
V
Excellent
Double P1 lower left. A medium sized, medium strong bitch with good
expression. Slightly flat withers, the croup is slightly short and steep. Good
angulation of both the fore and hindquarter. Stands correct in front, steps correct

both front and rear. Moves with good hindquarter drive however the forehand
reach should be a little freer.
113 *HAGENSTOLZ YOU'RE A ZIGGY A Z - 26/5/99 - 3100042967 *Hagenstolz New Horizon A Z H.Neg x *Hagenstolz Diamond A Z Bdr:
Pettenhofer A/Taylor A Exh: Delucia J & J
Excellent.
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch of good type and expression.
Normal withers, the croup could still be a little longer. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with correct sequence of steps,
the elbow connection is not complete. During movement shows good hindquarter
drive, however the forehand reach should be a little freer.
111 *EISENLAND B WITCHED A Z - 28/12/98 - 6100011134 - *Ch Lesko v
Wildsteiger Land a H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Eisenland Implicit A Z Bdr: Royal K & S
Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
Excellent
A large, strong and substantial bitch with good expression. Normal withers, and
slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front, steps narrow both front and rear where the hock joints should
become firmer. Shows very good gait.
105 *SHEPROSE ELVIRA A Z - 28/2/98 - 5100004503 - *Kerhund Capricorn
Dancer A Z H.Neg x Darkana Tiffany A Z CDX Bdr: Owen B Exh: Smalbil R
Excellent
A bitch of maximum size, strong and substantial with normal withers, the
ligamentation over the back is not quite firm, slightly short steep croup. Very
good angulation of both the fore and hindquarter. Stands correct in front with
correct sequence of steps, the hock joints should be firmer. During movement
shows good hindquarter drive but the forehand reach should be freer, and falls
slightly on the forehand.
109 *VONPETA NADINE A Z ET - 28/9/98 - 5100007523 - *Ch Alk v Domenica a
Z Sch HIII (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Blitzenhund Sorbet City A Z Bdr: Damarell PN & Pike
JE Exh: O'Loughlin W & J
Excellent
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with normal withers, the
ligamentation over the back is not quite firm, good length and lay of croup. Good

fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps narrow
both front and rear. During movement shows good covering gait which should
show a little more ground cover.
115 *SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE A Z - 21/9/99 - 5100012087 - *Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x Darkana Tiffany A Z CDX Bdr: Exh Exh: Owen B
Excellent
A large, strong and substantial bitch with good expression. Normal withers, the
croup while of good length is slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front, steps correct in front, slightly narrow at rear,
the hock joints should be firmer however the ligamentation over the back is not
quite firm. Shows good gait.
108 *VONDOUSSA BOLD BITCH A Z - 10/9/98 - 5100007471 - *Ch Iniff Duble
Agent A Z H.Neg x *Delaforce Bel Espirit A Z ET Bdr: Exh Exh: Hueppauff
A/Lloyd M
Excellent
An above medium sized, medium strong bitch with slightly flat withers, the
ligamentation over the back not quite firm, the croup is of good length but could
be a little less steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front with correct sequence of steps, the hock joints should be firmer.
During movement shows good gait, however falls on the forehand.
117 *BRONZEHUND RAGAMUFFIN A Z - 16/11/99 - 3100050988 - *Ch
Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Ch Bronzhund Chameleon A Z Bdr: Urie I
Exh: Halling D
Very Good
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with normal withers, the
ligamentation over the back not quite firm, a well laid croup which could be a little
longer. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Good angulation of
the hindquarter. Stands correct in front and must not become any deeper. Shows
correct sequence of steps where the elbow connection not complete. Shows
good gait and falls slightly on the forehand.
110 *LEPPSDORF KLASSY KITTY A Z - 30/11/98 - 5100008413 - *Denargun
Schmozzle A Z H.Neg x *Zandastein Janelle A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Hume L
Very Good

A large, strong, very elongated bitch with flat withers, loose ligamentation over
the back and short croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Stands wide in front and the elbow connection
is not complete. Steps wide in front and narrow at rear and shows still good
gaithowever should show a little more ground cover.
112 *ASTASIA ZOLA A Z - 1/3/99 - 4100035969 - *Astasia Kansas A Z H.Neg x
*Ch Astasia Lola A Z Bdr: Hersant B Exh: Cooke I & M
Very Good
A bitch of maximum size, strong and substantial with flat withers, the
ligamentation over the back should be firmer, the croup is short and steep. Good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps correct
in front narrow at rear with loose hock joints. Shows good gait.

CHALLENGE BITCH
*CH.DENARGUN MOZ ON YOU A Z

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
*SAGENHAFT WAR CRY A Z

BABY PUPPY DOG
4 KAZKIRI CREEDENCE - 16/1/02 - 3100091434 - *Kazkiri Shaquille A Z H.Neg
x *Hilltop Vroni A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Symes N Very Promising
7 ARRISTAR HOT GOSSIP - 6/2/02 - 3100091740 - *Iccara Livin Lavida Loca A
Z H.Neg x *Ch Arristar Echo Beach A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Urie J Very Promising
1 BODECKA INSTERGATOR - 10/12/01 - 3100089539 - *Spellbinda High N
Mighty A Z x *Bodecka Bolly A Z CD Bdr: Exh Exh: Joseph J Very Promising
2 SHALEEDY MOODY BLUES - 13/1/02 - 3100091618 - *Leishjaclyn Zpartacus
A Z H.Neg x *Shleedy Zulu Maiden A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Moody F Very
Promising
5 ZANDRAC SAURON - 18/1/02 - 3100090526 - *Ch Denargun Browned Off A Z
H.Neg x *Legionaire Saturn Sheets A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Jones R & A Very
Promising

8 JANNIRE ARAGORN - 1/3/02 - 3100092537 - *Kazkiri Shaquille A Z H.Neg x
Vanharely Jewel O Fire A Z Bdr: Robinson A Exh: Robinson A/Symes N Very
Promising
6 NATCHEZ BLADE RUNNER - 22/1/02 - 5100022818 - *Natchez Vampire
Slayer A Z H.Neg x *Newedge Foreplay A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Smith P Promising

MINOR PUPPY DOG
9 DELLARESS ARMAGEDON - 6/10/01 - 3100085368 - *Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Allinka Rakish A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Colenso J
Very Promising
Double p1 upper left - Large, strong, substantial, well proportioned black and
gold dog of very good type. Strong head, very good wither, firm back with well
moulded croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation where the upper arm
should be slightly longer. Stands correct in front with clean straight bones, very
good fore and underchest development for his age. Steps correct coming, steps
slightly wide going where hocks and elbow should remain a little firmer. Very
good ground covering movement.
11 ALIMANDA TITAN - 5/11/01 - 5100022183 - *Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy A
Z H.Neg x Alimanda Jaqpot A Z Bdr: Butterfield ED & J Exh: Atkinson RL
Very Promising
Medium strong, substantial, well proportioned black and gold dog of very good
type. Strong, masculine head for his age. Good wither, firm back where the croup
could be just slightly longer. Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm
could be slightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front.
Steps slightly wide going, correct coming, where the elbows and hocks should
remain a little firmer. Very good ground covering movement.
15 DENARGUN DIDGERIDOO - 5/11/01 - 3100090395 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Centenary A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Ballantyne K
Very Promising
Just medium strong, richly pigmented, very well proportioned dog of very good
type, praiseworthy is his height to depth ratio. Very good head and expression
with very good eye colour, right ear tilts inwards. High wither, firm back, slightly
steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm should be
slightly better laid. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with
clean straight bones, steps correct going and correct coming where the elbows

should remain a little firmer. Very good ground covering gait where the overall
firmness is convincing.
14 BRUANGIE VILKSON - 29/11/01 - 5100021893 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A Z
H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z Bdr: Corlett V & K Exh: Collins SJ &
C/Corlett V & K
Very Promising
Medium strong, well proportioned black and gold dog of very good type, good
head and expression where the left ear is still infirm. Good wither, firm back and
good croup. Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be
slightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps
correct going and coming, where the elbows should remain firmer. Powerful far
reaching movement with correct sequence of steps.
10 DENARGUN RHIDGY DIDGE - 5/11/01 - 3100090394 - *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Centenary A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Ballantyne K
Promising
Just medium strong, richly pigmented well proportioned black and gold dog of
very good type. Good head and expression, where the ear set could be a little
better set and should remain a little firmer. Good wither, firm back and good
croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front
with good height to depth ratio. Steps correct going and coming where the
elbows should remain a little firmer. Good ground covering movement, where the
reach and drive should be a little more effective.
13 REGALSHEP LIONHART - 12/11/01 - 5100022157 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A Z
H.Neg x *Regalshep Emmylou A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Mayne D
Promising
Medium strong, well proportioned dog of very good type. Good head and
expression, where the eye colour should be a little darker. Very good wither, firm
back and a well moulded croup. Very good forequarter angulation, where the
upper arm should be slightly better laid, very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands with right foot turned out. Steps correct going with good firmness of
hocks, moves not quite correct in front where the elbows should remain a little
firmer. Good ground covering movement.
12 KAHREN BO DIDDLEY - 11/11/01 - 5100022274 - *Orrinshir Ginger Beer A Z
H.Neg x Tairnbacher Jackie O A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Frischke R
Promising

Medium strong, substantial, slightly elongated dog of very good type. Very good
head, and expression, where the eye colour should be a little darker. Good
wither, firm back, slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, where the
upper arm should be a little better laid, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front, steps correct going and coming, where the elbows should remain
a little firmer. Good ground covering movement where the back should remain a
little firmer.

PUPPY DOG
16 ADELORA WHISPERING JACK - 5/8/01 - 2100121662 - *Troy vd Noriswand
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Siegerheims Brigitte A Z Bdr: Neddermeyer H &
J/Strachan L & J Exh: Hume L/Corlett V & K/Flynn P & K
Very Promising
Very large, strong, substantial, robust black and gold male of very good type and
proportions. Strong masculine head, good expression marred by the light eye.
High wither, firm back, croup of good lay, which could be slightly better angled.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and underchest
development. Stands correct in front, steps sightly wide going, and correct
coming. Very good ground covering movement where the topline should remain
a little firmer. Presented in slightly heavy condition today.
17 REGALSHEP LEANARDO - 12/11/01 - 5100022156 - *Rhosyn Kriskross A Z
H.Neg x *Regalshep Emmylou A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Mayne D
Very Promising
Medium strong, well pigmented well proportioned black and gold dog of very
good type. Very good head and expression with medium eye colour. Very good
wither, firm back and a well moulded croup. Very good forequarter angulation,
where the upper arm should be sightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going where the elbows should
remain a little firmer. Very good ground covering movement, falls slightly on the
forehand.

JUNIOR DOG
20 ADELORA URANUS A Z - 18/3/01 - 2100112553 - *Ch Denargun Browned
Off A Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L &
J Exh: Savelsburg/Williams.
Very Good.

Medium size, medium strong, richly pigmented, well proportioned dog of very
good type. Strong masculine head with desired eye colour. Normal wither, firm
back, the croup is of good length, but could be slightly better laid. Very good
forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be better laid and very good
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest development.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks. Correct
coming, where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Very good ground
covering movement where the ligamentation over the topline is convincing.
18 KRONIKA BAD BOLL A Z H.Neg - 11/2/01 - 3100073446 - *Xiro v patersweg
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Polkaobeneck Ossa Kossa A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Bieniek T
&T
Very Good.
Large, strong, substantial, well proportioned black and gold male of very good
type. Very good head and expression with medium eye colour, praiseworthy set
and placement of ears with very good ear leather. Good wither, firm back, well
moulded croup. Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm should
be slightly better laid, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front
with clean straight bones. Steps slightly wide going with good firmness of hocks,
correct coming where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Very good far
reaching movement with very good sequence of steps in movement. The overall
ligamentation of the back should be more convincing.
22 SANJESSA JONALT LOMU - 30/5/01 - 3100080057 - *Troy vd Noriswand a
Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Kronica Arni A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Shaw T & P/Mase S & S
Very Good.
Above medium size, medium strong, substantial, well proportioned, well
pigmented black and gold dog of very good type. Strong, masculine head with
praiseworthy planes of skull and foreface, very good strength of upper and lower
jaw. High wither, firm back and croup of good lay, but slightly short. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulations, with good fore and underchest development for
his age. Stands correct in front with clean straight bones. Steps correct going and
coming with good firmness of hocks and elbows for his age. Very good ground
covering movement. This dog does not present in movement what he promises
in stance.
19 HAGENSTOLZ EL EGO A Z H.Neg - 24/2/01 - 3100074825 - *Troy vd
Noriswand a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Hagenstolz Horoscope A Z Bdr: Pettenhofer
A/Taylor A Exh: Delucia J & J/Pettenhofer A/Taylor A
Very Good.

Well above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black and gold dog
of very good type. Very good masculine head and expression, with medium eye
colour. Very good wither, firm back, the croup should be slightly longer and better
laid. Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm should be slightly
better laid, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest
development for his age. Stands correct in front with clean straight bones. Steps
slightly wide going and correct coming where the elbows should remain a little
firmer. Very good ground covering movement, where the drive should be a little
more effective.
21 RHOSYN SHOWMAN - 26/5/01 - 5100019954 - *Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy
A Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh: Karasaridis J
Very Good.
Well above medium size, strong, substantial harmoniously constructed dog of
very good type. Very good head, where the eye colour should be darker and
ideally the under jaw should be slightly stronger. Very good wither, firm back ,
croup is of good lay but should be slightly longer. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front, steps correct going where the hocks should
remain a little firmer, correct coming where the elbows should remain a little
firmer. Very good ground covering movement, presented in good coat condition.
28 TARDEL BLACK DOUGLAS A Z - 7/4/01 - 3100075822 - *Xiro v patersweg
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Inga vd Waterkant a Z (Imp Gmy) Bdr: Exh Exh: Dyer R
&L
Very Good.
Broken lower left canine - Well above medium size, medium strong, black and
gold dog of very good type. Very good head and expression with medium eye
colour. Normal wither, firm back, the croup is of good lay but just slightly short.
Good forequarter angulation, where the lay of shoulder could be better angled,
and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest
development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going with good firmness of
hocks and coming, where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Very good
ground covering movement where the overall firmness is convincing.

INTERMEDIATE DOG
26 *RHOSYN QUEST FOR POWER A Z - 7/10/00 - 5100016996 - *Rhosyn
Kriskross A Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Chicago Hope A Z Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh:
Whelan P & Z/Collins SJ & C.
Very Good

Above medium size, strong, substantial, well pigmented, black and gold,
harmoniously constructed male of very good type. Strong masculine head with
desired eye colour, praiseworthy is the masking of the head and the size, set and
placement of the ears. High wither, firm back, the croup is of good lay but could
be just slightly longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands correct
in front. In stance impresses with his overall harmony. Moves correct going and
coming, elbows could be firmer. Has dynamic powerful far reaching movement
during which exhibits correct top and underline and the overall firmness of
ligamentation is convincing.
27 LASSLAND STORM TROOPER A Z - 11/10/00 - 3100071754 - *Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Lassland Thunda Storm A Bdr: Gardner C & L
Exh: McPherson A & A.
Very Good
Above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black and gold dog of
very good type. Very good head and expression with good eye colour. Very good
wither, firm back and a good croup. Very good fore and hind quarter angulation.
Good fore and slightly short underchest development. Stands correct in front.
Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks, and correct coming, where the
elbows should remain just a little bit firmer. Presents with dynamic, powerful, far
reaching movement.
25 *ARKAHLA GONZO A Z - 20/8/00 - 5100016460 - *Ch Arkahla Astrodome A
Z H.Neg CD ET x *Arkahla Foreffsake A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: O'Loughlin W & J.
Very Good
Above medium size, strong, substantial, harmoniously constructed dog of very
good type. Very good head and expression with medium eye colour. Very good
wither, firm back and good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct
coming, where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Very good ground
covering movement.
23 *TAURORN JAZZMAN A Z - 4/6/00 - 5100016638 - *Ch Arkahla Astrodome A
Z H.Neg CD ET x *Delaforce Cool Runnings A Z Bdr: Wellman G Exh: Fielder B.
Very Good
Above medium size, medium strong, substantial, slightly elongated dog of very
good type. Very good head and expression with medium eye colour. Good
wither, firm back, croup could be longer and better laid. Good forequarter
angulation, where the upper arm should be slightly longer, very good hindquarter

angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going and coming, where the
elbows should remain firmer. Very good ground covering movement.
24 SHALEEDY JUSTA LEGEND A Z H.Neg - 16/6/00 - 3100062641 - *Turnberry
Stands Alone A Z x *Shaleedy Zulu Maiden A Z Bdr: Moody F Exh: Osborne C.
Very Good
Above medium size, strong, substantial, harmoniously constructed dog of very
good type. Strong, masculine head with medium eye colour. Normal wither, firm
back, a croup of good lay but could be slightly longer. Good forequarter
angulation, where the lay of shoulder should be better and very good hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest development. Stands correct
in front with open front feet. Steps slightly cow hock going, correct coming where
the hocks and elbows should remain firmer. Very good ground covering
movement.

OPEN DOG
29 *CH.LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A Z H.Neg - 14/6/97 - 2100008734 - *Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Leitungen Maria A Z Bdr: Lines T Exh:
Lines T & D/Shaw T & P.
Excellent
Above medium size, very strong, substantial, masculine, harmoniously
constructed dog of very good type. Very strong, masculine head with correct ear
placement and medium eye colour. High wither, firm back and a well moulded
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with pronounced fore and
underchest development. In stance presents with very much type and harmony.
Steps correct going and coming, where the elbows should remain a little firmer.
Powerful, dynamic far reaching movement maintaining a correct topline.
34 *ZANDRAC PERFECT CRIME A Z H.Neg - 23/11/98 - 3100032530 - *Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Legionaire Saturn Sheets A Z Bdr: Exh
Exh: Jones R & A.
Excellent
Above medium size, medium strong, masculine, very well pigmented dog of very
good type and proportions. Strong, masculine head with desired eye colour. High
wither, firm back and a well moulded croup. Very good forequarter angulation,
where the upper arm should be slightly better laid, very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Very good height to depth ratio. Very good
fore and underchest development. Steps correct going and coming where the

hocks and elbows should remain a little firmer. Powerful, dynamic far reaching
movement and the firmness over the topline is convincing.
37 *BODECKA GRANDSLAM A Z H.Neg - 30/8/99 - 3100046079 - *Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Bodecka Bolly A Z CD Bdr: Exh Exh: Joseph J.
Excellent
Well above medium size, medium strong, substantial , well pigmented, black and
gold dog of very good type and proportions. Very good masculine head with
praiseworthy masking. Very good wither, firm back and the croup could be of
slightly better laid. Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could
be slightly better laid and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front with good height to depth ratio. Steps correct going and coming, where the
elbows should remain firmer. Powerful ,dynamic, far reaching movement where
the overall ligamentation is convincing.
39 *VONPETA QUESTOR A Z H.Neg - 26/10/99 - 5100012653 - *Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z Bdr: Damarell PN & Pike
JE Exh: Yardley P & I.
Excellent
Large, strong, harmoniously constructed, well pigmented sable dog of very good
type and proportions. Strong, masculine head with desired dark eye. High wither,
firm back, the croup is of good lay but could be slightly longer. Very good
forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be slightly better laid and very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with clean straight bones.
Pronounced fore and underchest development. Steps slightly narrow going and
correct coming where the elbows should remain firmer. Very good ground
covering movement.
31 *STOBAR PEETE A Z H.Neg - 12/10/97 - 3100016052 - *Stobar Benni A Z x
*Stobar Zandra A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Auwema H & CE.
Excellent
Well above medium size, strong and substantial, well proportioned dog of very
good type. Strong, masculine head, medium eye colour. Very good wither, firm
back, croup is of good lay but should be slightly longer. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, ideally this dog should be a little
stronger in pigmentation. Pronounced fore and underchest development. Steps
correct going and coming where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Very
good ground covering movement.

38 *SPELLBINDA HIGH N MIGHTY A Z H.Neg - 13/10/99 - 3100048536 *Stobar Peete A Z H.Neg x *Ch Bronacre Ramoth A Z Bdr: Exh Exh: Adams A.
Excellent
Large, strong, harmoniously constructed dog of very good type. Strong,
masculine head with good eye colour. Very good wither, firm back and good
croup. Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be slightly
longer, and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with
pronounced fore and underchest development. Steps correct going and coming
where the hocks and elbows should remain firmer. Very good ground covering
movement where the overall ligamentation is convincing.
42 *LEBERHINE IJAZ A Z H.Neg - 6/4/00 - 5100014919 - *Mutz von
Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Lindanvale Ritzi (Imp UK) Bdr: Garvican H & C
Exh: Evans R.
Excellent
Above medium size, medium strong, very well pigmented black and gold dog of
very good type and proportions. Strong, masculine head with desired eye colour
and very good strength of upper and lower jaw. Good wither, firm back and well
moulded croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation where the upper arm
should be slightly better laid. Steps correct going with good hocks and coming,
where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Powerful, dynamic, far reaching
movement, where the overall ligamentation is convincing.
33 *AMBALA RONALD BELFORD A Z H.Neg - 13/11/97 - 2100019518 *Ambala Ricochet A Z H.Neg x *Dorsten Merrry Fox A Bdr: Stokes M & F Exh:
Rumsey V.
Excellent
Above medium size, medium strong, very well pigmented dog of very good type
and proportions. Good wither, firm back, the croup could be slightly longer and
better laid. Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm should be
slightly better laid, and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going, with good
firmness of hocks and correct coming, where the elbows should remain a little
firmer. Very good ground covering movement.
36 *NATCHEZ VAMPIRE SLAYER A Z H.Neg - 25/8/99 - 5100011974 - *Ch
Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Arkahla Dressed to Kill A Z Bdr: Exh Exh:
Smith P.
Very Good

Well above medium size, strong, substantial slightly elongated dog of very good
type. Very good head and expression with medium eye colour. Good wither, firm
back, and a good croup. Good forequarter, where the upper arm should be better
laid and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Pronounced
fore and underchest development. This dog should not become and deeper.
Steps correct going and coming where the elbows should remain a little firmer.
Very good ground covering movement where in movement the back should
remain a little firmer.
41 *BRUANGIE PHONEX RISING A Z H.Neg - 21/1/00 - 5100014423 - *Ch
Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z Bdr: Exh Exh:
Corlett K & V.
Very Good
Well above medium size, medium strong, harmoniously constructed dog of very
good type. Very good head and expression with very good eye colour. Good
wither, slight nick behind, firm back, the croup should be slightly longer. Steps
correct going and coming, where the hocks and elbows should remain firmer.
Very good ground covering movement.

CHALLENGE DOG
*CH.LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A Z H.Neg

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
*RHOSYN QUEST FOR POWER A Z

OBEDIENCE TRIAL
I would like to thank the GSDC of SA for the appointment to judge at this trial. To
my two stewards, Alice and Christa, thank you and to the Trial Manager, Jeff
Hartshorne who did a great job. I would also like to thank the people who worked
collating the results and provided me with a superb marked catalogue at the days
end. To the competitors, thank you for your entires and providing me with some
very nice working German Shepherds.

UTILITY DOG
None Entered

UTILITY BITCH
Cat No. 151 OC Iniff Street Credit AD SCORE: 187 (1ST)
This dog's seek back was very good with only minor points lost due to mouthing.
Both send-aways were excellent. In the scent discrimination exercise, dog
performed very well in all parts. In the signal exercise, dog moved two feet at the
final part. A very good speak on command exercise. Group exercises - full points
awarded.
Cat No. 150 OC, TC Bronzehund Delectable E.T. SCORE: 133 NQ
Commenced with a very good seek back exercise. Both send-away exercises
excellent at a good speed. Non-qualified at the scent discrimination exercise by
retrieving wrong articles, the metal being her favourite today! In the signal
exercise, very good heelwork - dog unfortunately failed to down from the signal
given at a distance. The dog in the glove retrieve exercise retrieved the correct
glove. In the group exercises, full marks awarded.

OPEN DOG
Cat No. 152 Iniff Excalbur CDX SCORE : 193 (1st)
Very good heelwork, full points for stand for examination. A brilliant drop on
recall. The retrieve dumbbell exercises were both very good. Full points awarded
for the broad jump. Sit/Down stays full marks.
Cat No. 154 *Allinka Ultimatum A Z HNeg CD SCORE: 174 (2nd)
Most points lost in the heel free; dog occasionally going to wrong side of handler
and occasional guidance by the handler in the figure 8. Full marks for the stand
for examination. A good drop in the recall and the flip finish executed correctly. A
crooked front in the retrieve dumbbell on the flat, with 2 points lost. A re-throw
was necessary with the retrieve over the obstacle incurring a minor deduction.
With the broad jump, the dog jumped crooked, finished but failed to sit on the
finish, given a substantial deduction. Sit/Down stays both correct.
Cat No. 153 Adelora Orion CDX ET SCORE: 155 NQ
In the heelwork lost points for working wide. Full points for the examination.
Unfortunately this dog non-qualified by failing to drop on recall. Minor points lost
in the retrieve exercises for crooked fronts, a slow finish/crooked finish. At the
broad jump the dog jumped slightly crooked. Sit/Down stays full points given.

OPEN BITCH

Cat No. 155 OC, TC Bronzehund Delectable E.T. SCORE: 186 (1ST)
Some excellent heelwork and full points for the stand for examination. In the drop
on recall, handler extended the "come signal" and dog finished crooked. In the
retrieve on the flat exercise, only minor points lost, however, I would like to see
more enthusiasm from the dog. The retrieve over the obstacle was good with
only a crooked finish. In the broad jump, the dog did not jump quite straight, only
minor points lost. Full points for sit/down stays.

NOVICE DOG
Cat No. 156 Taurorn Jazzman AZ CD ET SCORE: 180 (1ST)
Heel on lead - only minor points for occasionally bumping dog. Full points for the
examination. In the heel free, again occasionally bumping and inattention from
the dog before entering the figure 8. The stand stay received full marks. A very
nice recall, however, substantial points had to be deducted for handler failing to
leave distinct pause between the dogs name and the command to come. Solid
stays - full points awarded.
Cat No. 157 Cougar SCORE: 120 NQ
This dog performed some steady heelwork, however, most points lost for missed
positions. The dog broke position in the stand for examination and non-qualified.
In the heel free, the dog lost considerable points for missed positions. The stand
stay was fine. The dog performed the recall well, only receiving minor point
deductions for a crooked front and finish. Sit Stay - full points, but broke the
down stay. .

NOVICE BITCH
Cat No. 161 Rovene Gambler's Corah SCORE: 186 (1ST)
The handler in the heel on lead lost points for the dog through handler errors and
the dog missed a drop. The dog moved 2 feet in the examination. The heel free
was excellent. The stand stay given full marks. A very fast recall, fast finish with
only 2 points lost for a crooked front. Stays - full points.
Cat No. 162 *Gretelheim Fanta AZ ET SCORE: 174 (2ND)
In the heel on lead, dog lost points for poor stands, missed positions. Handler
needs to work on left turns and try and be less nervous. The examination was no
problem. Off lead work was better and no problem with stand stay. With the
recall, minor points lost by dog sitting too far away from handler in front,
otherwise, good. Stays were fine.

Cat No. 163 Adelora Tennessee AZ SCORE: 147 NQ
In the heel on lead, handler lost points for bumping the dog on left turns,
otherwise, a good performance. Stand for examination received full marks. In the
heel free exercise, the dog stopped off the peg and failed to come up to the
handler when given a further heel command. In the stand stay, the dog stopped
again off the peg, was another attempt and then performed the principal feature.
A good recall, jumped up in the finish and slightly crooked. Solid stays, full
marks.
Cat No. 160 Sagenhaft Sheer Majic AZ TD SCORE: 101 NQ
Heel on lead steady with points lost for missed positions and inattention. The
examination received full points. In the heel free, this dog unfortunately missed
all drops, lagged in the figure eight, then failed to accompany the handler around
the figure at least twice. The stand stay received full points. A very nice recall
with minor points deducted for a crooked finish. Handler withdrew before stay
exercises.
Cat No. 158 *Vondoussa Bold Bitch AZ SCORE: 87 NQ
On lead, dog worked reasonably well, lost points for heeling wide in figure 8. Full
marks for stand for examination. In the heel free, dog was behind in the heel
position on occasions, missed a drop and lagged and cut the figure eight once
but received a qualifying score. The stand stay, no problem. In the recall, the dog
received a zero score due to anticipating the handler's call. The dog broke both
the sit and down stays as the handler was returning to her.

IN SHOW AWARDS
WINNER OF WINNERS
JUDGE MRS A RUMBLE
Cat No. 151 OC Iniff Street Credit AD(1st in Utility Bitch)
A good, steady performance by this bitch and good handling, only a slow down
and moved feet in the stand stay.
Cat No. 152 Iniff Excalbur CDX(1st Open Dog)
Excellent heelwork, in the recall, dog failed to sit on lead up, otherwise very nice.
A lovely example of teamwork between handler and dog.
Cat No. 155 OC, TC Bronzehund Delectable E.T.(1st Open Bitch)
Excellent heelwork, a good recall - although pace was brisk, I would have liked to

see her come in a little faster. A very nice working bitch and good team who won
my Winner of Winners - congratulations.
Cat No. 156 Taurorn Jazzman AZ CD ET
In the heelwork, dog got a little distracted and then missed a sit. A very good
recall. A very willing young novice dog and relaxed handler who make a good
team.
Cat No. 161 Rovene Gambler's Corah
Dog lagged on the first part of heelwork but finished off with a nice recall with
only a slightly crooked finish. Overall, this bitch worked very well, watching her
handler. This young bitch appears at this stage to have a very promising future in
obedience.
General Comments
I congratulate all class winners; I was very impressed with your performances in
the Winner of Winner's ring. It was very pleasing to see such good teamwork
between dogs and handlers, and overall, work of an excellent standard.

DUAL PERFORMANCE TROPHY
Donated by Delaforce & Vondussa Kennels
*TAURORN JAZZMAN A Z

BEST IN SHOW
*CH.LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A Z H.Neg

RUNNER UP IN SHOW
*CH.DENARGUN MOZ ON YOU A Z

BABY PUPPY IN SHOW
KAZKIRI CREEDENCE

MINOR PUPPY IN SHOW
VONDOUSSA FAITH NO MORE

PUPPY IN SHOW
FUTASHAND BRONZIN BABE

JUNIOR IN SHOW

VONPETA SHEEZA MONA A Z

INTERMEDIATE IN SHOW
*RHOSYN QUEST FOR POWER A Z

OPEN IN SHOW
*CH.LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A Z H.Neg

